
Pre-planning  
application consultation 
Summer 2022
Aston Villa Football Club is looking to submit a planning  
application for the first phase of our long-term vision  
and the surrounding area. We are running a survey from  
28th June 2022 until 24th July 2022.

Feedback from our local community, organisations, fans,  
and followers is needed to shape the designs and help  
inform our plans, with the ambition to submit for planning  
late Summer 2022 and a planning decision anticipated  
end of 2022.

Have your say and be a part of the story

Scan QR code to find out more 
and complete the survey



Images are subject to change prior to planning submission

Building for our future 
The redevelopment of Villa Park will help pave the way  
to creating a world-class sporting venue that can satisfy  
the growing demand and enable us to compete at the  
very highest level. The plans also set out our commitment  
to the local community, creating a destination that can  
be enjoyed all-year round. We want to build for our  
future together!
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A masterplan  
for Aston

We want our plans to make a  
difference beyond Villa Park,  
which is why we are developing  
a wider masterplan for Aston in  
collaboration with Birmingham  
City Council and the West  
Midlands Combined Authority. 

To focus our plans on what is  
important to the club, fans, and  
the local community, we have  
developed several key principles.

These aspirations are:

• A stadium that is for  
more than just football

• A catalyst for local  
regeneration 

• An integrated destination  
for the Midlands 

• A dynamic public area for  
the community 

• A new generation of  
football fans



Bird’s eye view of new development looking east across the site

What are we trying to achieve?  

• Visually and spatially integrated with the local neighbourhood 
• Improve and uplift the public space around the stadium  
• Enhance access to the stadium  
• Improve links with the local stations 
• Create open spaces that can accommodate a variety of events 
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What are we consulting on? 
The ambitious plan to support the regeneration of the area will  
begin with the first phase of improvements to Villa Park, estimated 
to take place from 2023 through to 2025. 

The key areas of phase one involve:

• A brand-new North Stand wrapping into Trinity Stand
• Enhancements to the existing Trinity Stand
• The creation of Villa Live, a brand-new standalone multi-use entertainment,  

community, and retail venue destination
• Redevelopment of the Witton Lane entrance and the public space around  

the North Stand

* We are not consulting on Brookvale Academy as our plans have already been approved and construction has  
started, but it highlights our commitment to build for our future

Cross-sectional view through new North Stand and Villa Live  Images are subject to change prior to planning submission

Bird’s eye view of new development looking south west across the site
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Indicative Massing Model of proposed Villa Live, new North Stand and enhanced Trinity Stand  
Images are subject to change prior to planning submission

North Stand & Trinity Stand 
The current North Stand, built in 1976, is in urgent need of upgrading.  
Our plans will see the existing structure demolished and a state-of-the-art stand 
built in its place. The enhancements will see increased general admission and 
hospitality capacity, and a significantly upgraded food and beverage offering. 

The Trinity Stand, which was rebuilt in 2001, will undergo enhancements to its 
existing structure including the relocation of the players’ tunnel to the corner of 
the pitch and a revamp of its current hospitality areas.

We aim to improve:

• Stadium capacity – current seated capacity increase to 50,000+ seats, adding  
approximately 7,400 additional seats

• General facilities – more space for socialising and enhanced hospitality packages. 
• Fan experience – atmosphere is viewed as the most important aspect of a  

match day. Improvements will include enhanced views from the stand, dedicated 
entrances for home and away fans, and the retention of the four distinct stands  
(a nod to our heritage)

• Seating & Accessibility – there will be considerable changes to make both stands 
more accessible with an uplift of disabled seating

• Connectivity – 61% of fans said Wi-Fi connectivity and mobile signal was very 
poor, significant enhancements to Wi-Fi will be made and giant screens installed

• Visual impact – the architecture will ensure that impact on surrounding areas is  
minimised while simultaneously maintaining the identity and heritage of Villa Park



Villa Live: An all-year  
round destination
We want to foster a thriving community unique to Villa Park 
that provides opportunities for fans and the community to 
visit outside of match days. Villa Live will be a brand-new 
commercial destination venue and community space, which 
will sit opposite the North Stand.

• A multipurpose central ‘hub’ space surrounded by retail including  
the club shop, food and drink offerings, as well as room for an  
AVFC museum

• Entrance will face the North Stand, creating a strong connection  
between inside and outside the stadium

• Space outside will be improved – planting and new infrastructure  
to create outdoor seating with bar/cafe area

• Space in the venue would be accessible to the public, used by the  
local community, schools and associations

Interior view of Villa Live Images are subject to change prior to planning submission



54% 
fans would  arrive  

earlier if the outside  
stadium experience  

was more connected  
to the inside

42% 
under 35s would  

arrive earlier for more 
unique entertainment  

experiences at  
the stadium

We want our local community to help us create a destination  
that is fit for all, a calming space for new parents, an active area  
for dance classes, to an event space for training and education.

We want your views to shape the story for Villa Live.

Block sketches of Villa Live and new North Stand 
Images are subject to change prior to planning submission



Creating connections
We want to transform the space around the new North Stand 
and along Witton Lane, removing the walls and creating a  
dynamic public space that can be enjoyed by all.  

Our plans include:

• Improving connections through the redevelopment of the Witton Lane 
entrance (this includes the demolition of two end-of-life buildings - current 
club store and the training academy)

• Creation of ‘Villa Way’, a route through Villa Park connecting Aston Park and 
the Trinity Road entrance

• Levelling of the existing entrance to create seamless and inclusive single 
level access

• Enhanced street lighting and wayfinding in public areas and near building 
entrances

• Places to sit and socialise through low walls and new landscaping
• A revised car parking layout with parking located to the north of Villa Live 

and access from Witton Lane

Images are subject to change prior to planning submissionStreet view of the new North Stand and Villa Live from Witton Lane looking south
Images are subject to change prior to planning submission



Transport 
We know there is room for improvement and we are working on implementing  
feedback to improve travel to, from, and around the stadium on match days.

Our phase one plans include:

• Better segregation of pedestrians and vehicles providing a safer and improved  
access into the northern part of Villa Park for those arriving by public transport

• Prioritising pedestrians around the newly transformed Villa Way
• Increasing the amount of parking with 300 spaces in the new North Stand car park 

and 140 at the site by Station Road
• 26 dedicated blue badge bays, with level access to the stadium
• Working with private landowners to identify off-site parking locations to tackle  

pressure of anti-social parking in local streets
• More fans currently use Aston Station (65%) compared to Witton Station (35%),  

so we will be looking at how to better manage usage, queuing, and access to  
train services

• Encouraging greater use of sustainable travel – walking, cycling, and public transport
• Continuing to work collaboratively with key partners including local bus and rail  

operators and Transport for West Midlands

Design Principles
Villa Park is home to a rich heritage and unique atmosphere. These factors are 
key influences for the design and were instrumental in deciding to expand and 
enhance the existing stadium rather than relocate. We have developed a set of 
design principles that demonstrate our vision for the future of Villa Park and will 
be part of our considerations through everything we do:

 through everything we do:

£

£

Promotes  
sustainability and 
regeneration

Responds to  
the future

Supports  
our business

Future-ready  
and flexible  

Engages with  
the community 

Facilitates  
operational  
efficiency   



Our heritage
We have come a long way since moving into Aston Lower 
Grounds in 1897. Since then, Villa Park has gone through  
several major developments and evolved into the magnificent 
stadium that we have today.

Aston Villa officially moved into Villa Park on 17th April, opening to 14,000 
spectators in a friendly versus Blackburn Rovers (ending in a 3-0 win)
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Plans to create a huge stadium holding 104,000 led by chairman,  
Fred Rinder, were curtailed by WWI

Capacity increased further when the Holte End terrace was built 
higher, and development continued

The Holte End was covered

The distinctive barrel-shaped roof of the Witton Lane Stand was  
replaced by a modern cover 

The North Stand was built to replace the old Witton End terrace  
and is used for the first time for a match against Everton

The Holte End was demolished in 1994 and the new stand was  
completed in 1995 in time for UEFA Euro 1996 

The current Trinity Stand was built

The club announce plans to redevelop the stadium and their  
commitment to supporting the regeneration of the local area

Phase one plans to upgrade the North Stand and Trinity Stand takes  
place, seeing capacity increase to over 50,000 and the introduction 
of a brand-new commercial and community space called ‘Villa Live’





Villa in the Community 
Aston Villa and its Foundation (our registered charity) are passionate about the 
football club being a force for good in the local community. Our highly skilled and 
dedicated team work collaboratively with strategic partners to deliver essential 
services to some of the most vulnerable people and communities in the city.

Despite challenges faced during the pandemic, we still managed to:

• Create Home Advantage, a series of online lessons for children, and  
deliver 80 Live Lessons with over 250 participants

• Coordinate more than 60 green space walks, supporting participants  
on our Generation Gains and Dementia café programmes

• Support 300 unique participants across a range of virtual activities  
including training, workshops, quizzes, and live exercise sessions

• Deliver almost 50 educational activities including anti-bullying  
workshops, an International Women’s Day session, and campaigns  
including Rainbow Laces and No Room for Racism

 
The redevelopment of Villa Park will enable us to enhance our commitment  
to the community, with a key focus on the following: 

Have your say
 
Our survey will run from 28th June until 24th July.  
If you require this information in an alternative format,  
have any questions or comments, please contact our  
Engagement team on 0121 327 2299 (option 0)  
or email engagement@avfc.co.uk.

avfc.co.uk/villa-park-future

Employment 
driver

Environmental 
benefit

Economic  
benefit

Social benefit

Scan QR code to find out more 
and complete the survey


